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Abstract
This study investigates small firm internationalization from a developing country perspective. Despite the vast literature on small firm internationalization, the differences that exist between developing countries and developed countries remain unexplored. Therefore, current theories are influenced by processes and practices in developed countries, which are then applied blindly to developing countries. This study therefore asks: What are the factors that owners/managers in developing countries understand to influence the scope and pace of internationalization of their small firms?

An interpretive approach is adopted to explore the factors that influence internationalization of small firms from developing countries. Consequently, case data from four Botswana firms were collected and analyzed.

The literature review and case studies are used to propose a framework of a small firm internationalization from a developing country. The framework identifies major factors that influence small firm internationalization in this context as being; national/entrepreneurial culture, government policies, networks, innovative products, market knowledge and commitment.
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1. Introduction
As barriers to internationalization continue to fade, and while powerful internationalization of production and marketing continue to thrive all over the world, firms from developing countries realize that competing globally is not an option but an economic imperative (Rutashobya & Jaensson, 2004). This is further enhanced by their governments’ need to attain millennium development goals by creating environments that will stimulate small firms’ competitiveness in the existing globalised export markets (World Bank, 1991).

The subject of firm internationalization has elicited much comment in the marketing, exporting, and international business literature (Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2003; Crick & Chaudhry, 1997; Oviatt & McDougall, 2005). One of the issues of particular interest is the applicability of the various internationalization theories to the small firms’ expansion into foreign markets.

Even though the internationalization of firms has been studied extensively (Rutashobya & Jaensson, 2004), the internationalization of small firms, especially from developing countries has received very little attention from academic inquiry. This study, therefore, investigates small firm internationalization from a developing country perspective.

1.1 Why Small Firms and Developing Countries Matter for Internationalization
The export behavior and internationalization processes of small firms have been the topic of widespread research efforts in the past 30 years (Rasmussen & Madsen, 2002). The interest in the research area corresponds very well with the increasing importance of international trade which has fostered a rise in many forms of international business. So, for small firms as well as governments, the research topic has been highly relevant.

Environmental conditions such as changing industry and market conditions and the internationalization of industry competition create the ideal context for small firm internationalization (Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2003). Furthermore, the firm’s customers, some being international, and the intense competition from imports in the firm’s domestic market induce firms to envisage their business in global terms (Oviatt & McDougall, 1995). Moreover, the liberalization of trade and advances in technology in the areas of telecommunications, especially the internet, provide easy access to worldwide customers, distributors, network partners, and suppliers.
Despite the potential impact that small firms from developing countries may have on broader international business, previous internationalization studies have concentrated on firms from OECD economies and have failed to take into account the developing countries, where local firms face severe competition from multinational enterprises and where the need for internationalization is eminent, albeit slowly forthcoming. Therefore, research in addressing internationalization in developing countries is worth undertaking. In addition, internationalization can be the engine for individual small firm’s growth and a major economic contributor in respective developing countries (Ariyo, 2008; Botswana Institute for Development Policy Analysis, 2000).

2. Literature Review

Firm internationalization perspectives in general have evolved and changed over the years, however, small firm internationalization is recent, and is a phenomenon which has occurred as a consequence of opening markets through deregulation, and new competitive spaces emerging. Regardless of the continuous and evolving interest, thoughts on small firm internationalization have been dominated by the behavioral theories, and of recent the entrepreneurial theories.

There are two generally accepted behavioral theories of internationalization: The Uppsala internationalization model (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977) and the Innovation model (Cavusgil, 1980). Both models are often referred to as the stages/gradualist models because they propose that internationalization occurs in incremental steps. However, in internationalization literature the most used models representing behavioral and entrepreneurial theories are the Uppsala and Born global, respectively.

2.1 The Uppsala Model

The underlying assumption of the Uppsala model is that as firms learn more about a specific market, they become more committed to it by investing more resources into it. The model purports that the firm goes gradually through the stages of internationalization (Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975). In this gradualist view, firms make their export debut when they have a strong domestic market base. The choice of markets also occurs in stages; firms begin to export to a market that has a close psychic distance, and then they expand export sales into markets that have increasingly greater psychic distance (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977).

However, the Uppsala view fails to explain why some firms internationalize faster than others, and what drives internationalization. Furthermore, it has been found that the Uppsala model fails to fully explain the nature and character of small firms’ international involvement.

2.2 The Born Global Model

The entrepreneurial view, represented by the born global perspective of small firm internationalization provides a more contrasting outlook of internationalization to the gradualist approach. The born global perspective purports that firms do not internationalize gradually but rather enter international markets soon after their inception. The proponents of this view argue that such small firms may not even have sales in their home markets (Rennie, 1993; Oviatt & McDougall, 1994; Knight & Cavusgil, 1996), and are thus contradicting the gradualist model. In addition, small firms that internationalize at inception/early perceive the world as one market. They perceive the international market as providing opportunities rather than obstacles (Madsen & Servais, 1997) and therefore the main focus of a born global firm is growth through international sales.

The perspective gives insight into the factors that may lead to a small firm internationalizing. Despite this insight, it is limited as it only proposes to explain internationalization of a born global firm. Furthermore, the attempt is limited to the factors that may lead to internationalization, and appears to view internationalization as entering a single market, and not a continuous process. It would be expected that the firm’s experiences as it internationalizes would affect its activities and processes in future as it seeks to enter into more foreign markets. Practitioners and policy planners, especially in developing countries, could benefit from the identification of a feasible path to small firm internationalization, possibly an accelerated path, which enables the planning of strategic decision making, so that firms can benefit from rapid entry into promising international markets.

These two schools of thought have over the years been advancing on parallel fronts, inviting seminal work by Coviello and McAuley (Coviello & McAuley, 1999) that called for an integrated approach and more qualitative studies in the field of small firm internationalization.
3. Research Method

3.1 Case Study Design

The case study is “an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context, especially if the boundaries between the phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin, 2003).

Following other studies illustrating small firm internationalization, (Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2003; Sharma & Blomstermo, 2003; Andersson & Wictor, 2003), the researcher chose the case study method as a particularly valuable technique in this context. This study involved in-depth case study analysis of four Botswana small firms that illustrate successful internationalization, representative of the two internationalization theories. It was useful to use four cases as multiple case-based researches serve as a basis for building and refining new theoretical explanations of the phenomenon being researched (Yin, 1993; Yin, 2003).

In addition, reasonable conclusions of the results of the several cases being used to other contexts with similar theoretical conditions can be obtained. Furthermore, Eisenhardt (Eisenhardt, 1989) has suggested that multiple case approaches encourage researchers to study patterns that are common in cases and avoid chance associations.

The study typically combined data collection methods such as archives, interviews, questionnaires, and observations. It is typical of theory building researchers to combine multiple theory building methods. The triangulation made possible by multiple data collection methods provided stronger substantiation of constructs and hypotheses (Eisenhardt, 1989).

The sampling frame consisted of small firms across a range of industries; however, all of the small firms were affiliates of Botswana Export Development and Investment Authority (BEDIA), as it provided convenience. Cases were chosen based on their ability to inform the research question, and advice was sought from key informants, as to who would be able to best inform the research question. To be consistent with previous research on small firms (Zacharakis, 1997) all firms in the purposeful sample were small, and independently managed.

4. Findings

Factors that emerged in the study as influencing internationalization regardless of the pattern are:

- Government role and trade relations
- Differentiated/Innovative product offering
- Market knowledge and market commitment
- Entrepreneurial culture
- Prior international experience

4.1 Government Role and Trade Relations

It emerged that small firms need to be assisted by their governments as they venture into the international market. The government’s role is viewed as primarily facilitating trade relations between small firms and foreign countries. It has been established that small firms find it challenging to market their products and at the same time deal with foreign government bureaucracies.

“...we could market our products in Australia, but the government restrictions there are too much, it’s better to deal with UK even though the uptake of our products is very slow...”

The sentiments were consistent across the different internationalization patterns. As a result, some firms scaled down their international participation as the local market seemed more lucrative.

“...there was no incentive, because the firms in developed countries get export rebates...we survived for 13/14 years without export rebates from government, but ultimately we had to surrender...”

In addition to difficult trade relations, it emerged that small firms take unreasonably long to get established in the international market as the owners/managers have to use their own savings to set up their firms and eventually internationalize. The process is made more difficult by the fact that competing firms from developed countries get export rebates from their governments.

“...we built capital to start buying stock and eventually used that capital to integrate backwards into manufacturing...I didn’t have capital, instead of going to the bank or investors I built up my own funds over a period of time...”

4.2 Differentiated/Innovative Product Offerings

Small firms that offer innovative products fared well in the international market as compared to the small firms that offer fairly generic products. The performance of these firms was not dependent on the time they took to internationalize.
Therefore, a differentiated product offering proved to be an important factor in determining the eventual performance of the small firms.

“...we don’t aim to export, it is a unique product that necessitates our exporting...”

“...we produce a nontraditional product. We had to do a lot of research to find the locations of the industries that may use our product...”

“...we keep up to international standards, so we offer state of the art...as the markets change we also adapt...”

In contrast, the firms that offered generic products eventually scaled down their production, concentrating on the local market. However, all the owners/managers strongly believe in the importance of a differentiated and innovative product offering for the firm to be successful.

4.3 Market Knowledge and Market Commitment

Internationally successful small firms spent time studying their potential markets and had in-depth knowledge by the time they decided to internationalize.

“...we started by doing desktop research to find out who is using which products. After that we made contact with end users ...we had a lot of meetings with potential customers, and eventually agreements were made...”, and

“...the markets we were looking at consistently changed over the years...”

Despite how long it took the successful small firms to initiate exporting they did a lot of research on the markets of interest, which is contrary to the firms that are not successful internationally. “...we haven’t done much active market research as such; we just rely on word of mouth...” The firm exports to the UK where its products are not “appreciated” instead of heavily exporting to Australia and the United States where there is much more “appreciation” for their products. In-depth knowledge of the market was found to be important in the performance of a small firm in the international market. Unsuccessful firms were found to be not highly knowledgeable of their markets. They were also ignorant of any future potential markets as they eventually failed to have any impact in their international operations. Their commitment to the international market was questionable. In contrast, successful firms were found to be highly knowledgeable and committed to the market. They invested in the international markets, and have manufacturing firms in various countries.

4.4 Entrepreneurial Culture

The level of entrepreneurial culture varied across owners/managers. However, it emerged that the owners/managers that offered differentiated products were more entrepreneurial than their counterparts who offered generic products. The level of entrepreneurial culture was determined by how the firms approached the international market and their eventual international performance. This entrepreneurial culture is not only limited to owners/managers, but is also reflected by the staff. It can however, be argued that entrepreneurial culture is also determined by the national culture (Shane, 1992).

“...few are trained to be entrepreneurs. The culture is that, one performs well academically and goes to university and eventually gets a good job. While the culture is changing, and courses on entrepreneurship have been introduced, when I went to school that was not the case; the culture of entrepreneurship was none existent...”

It emerged that institutional characteristics, culture, education, and the social culture of the nation all played a part in shaping the small firm’s entrepreneurial outlook. It was found out that the small firms that were internationally unsuccessful rarely trained their employees and the owners/managers did not achieve high levels of education or were in their old age.

Whereas those that were successful took pride in the work they did and viewed themselves as playing an important role in economic development. The owners/managers of the firms acknowledged that it is not only the attitude of owners/managers that impact on the performance of the small firm in the international market, but also those of employees. “...we need to employ someone who would be dedicated enough and generate their own income...and they are not easy to find...”

4.5 Prior International Experience

All the owners/managers of the small firms had no prior international experience. Despite this lack of experience, even the firms that are not highly successful managed to export for years before failing. Even though the owners/managers appreciate the impact that prior knowledge may have on how they went about exporting they do not believe that it is entirely necessary.
The product is seen as the driving force of internationalization. Therefore, in that context the pattern of internationalization does not matter, as the time it takes for a small firm to internationalize is dependent on the type of product the firm offers.

"...why would you aim to export? You start a business to provide a service or product and make a profit...if an export market becomes attractive for you, then you go for it, but you need to have a product or service to offer. So start with a product or service, identify a market for that product...have the right product for the market..."

"...we are currently looking at developing smaller products to export to markets farther afield than Africa..."

In this case the product also determines the costs that the firm would incur in trying to export. In essence, there are products that are worth exporting and others are better sold to the local market.

Furthermore, even as born global, owners/managers believe that it is wise to develop a strong local market before going international as "on the export market you cannot make mistakes, you don’t have too many chances. It is a lot more difficult when you do not have a local market..."

5. Conceptual Framework and System of Relationships

The central proposition of this proposed framework is that firms internationalize at differing paces to differing markets due to the differing entrepreneurial culture in their respective countries, their government policies, and how differentiated/innovative the products on offer are, as depicted in Figure 1.

5.1 National Culture

Researchers are beginning to suggest, and study, the potential between national culture, using national boundaries, as a proxy for cultural boundaries, and the propensity to support firm internationalization (Jones & Davis, 2000; Shane, 1992; Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996). The implications of these studies and models is the suggestion that certain cultural profiles have better propensity to support innovation activities and in consequence impact on the internationalization prospect of firms in that particular cultural setting.

During the analysis of the case data, it was found that culture in developing countries did not encourage setting up of small firms and general innovation in an organizational set-up. This culture inhibited small firms in their international activities as the owners/managers tend to be skeptical of growing their firms beyond their National borders. The firms that internationalized traded mostly within the region and only one internationalized to countries outside the region.

The case data is further supported by a Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) report that found that the environment in which individuals socialize influences their entrepreneurial tendencies (Maas & Herrington, 2006). The culture in developing countries is such that there is a sense of entitlement and an expectation that big businesses, government and others should create jobs, rather than that one can create one’s employment. Fear of failure is high because society is hard on those legitimate businesses that fail. Given that exporting is a risky process that often involves cycles of failure, a harsh attitude to failure would be a limiting factor to entrepreneurial and export development.

Following the foregoing discussion it is therefore argued that national culture plays a critical role in the internationalization of small firms in developing countries as it influences leadership style, firm vision, and firm strategy, and it is proposed that:

Proposition 1: The scope, pace, and extent of small firms’ internationalization process will differ between developing and developed countries because of their different cultural orientations.

5.2 Government Policy

Nurturing an entrepreneurial culture and facilitation by governments in small firm internationalization provides a solid ground on which small firms in developing countries can compete and grow internationally. Analysis of the cases showed that small firms failed in the initial stages of their internationalization process as a result of lack of a solid base from which to take off, primarily as a result of poor government facilitation.

It has been established that the level of entrepreneurship differs strongly across countries. This variance is related to the levels of economic development, but also has to do with diverging demographic, cultural, and institutional characteristics (Blanchflower, 2000). The governments in developing countries need to play an active role in nurturing this culture from a young age by providing mentoring programs to small firms.

It has been found that in the long run government policies would have more impact on entrepreneurial dynamics through the gradual evolution of culture and institutions (Wennekers, Van Wennekers, Thurik, & Reynolds, 2005). Developing countries may be better off investing in the development of management qualities of their population and investment in the growth of their small firms. Governments need to further play a facilitative role in ensuring that small firms compete
in an environment that gives them a chance to survive. Trade relations between countries should be strong and
accommodative of small firms. Moreover, governments should be in a position to provide financial assistance to small
firms that face ‘unfair competition’ from firms that receive assistance from their governments. The case data revealed
that small firms that did not do well in the international market faced a lot of competition from firms that received
financial assistance from their governments. This results in firms from developing countries being under-cut in pricing.
It is therefore, argued that entrepreneurial culture and government policies are critical to internationalizing small firms,
and it is proposed that:

Proposition 2: Government policies that are supportive of small firms are positively related to good performance of
small firms in the international market.
Proposition 3: Government policies that are supportive of small firms are positively related the entrepreneurial culture.

5.3 Entrepreneurial Culture
Analysis of the cases revealed that lack of entrepreneurial culture in developing countries results in small firms that are
not competitive in the international market. Furthermore, the government role in assisting small firms in the international
market has not been forthcoming. Albeit that an entrepreneurial culture has to be nurtured from a young age.

The positive impact of a society’s general culture was further illustrated by (Knack & Keefer, 1997), when they brought
to the fore the notion of ‘social capital’. They purport that culture’s relationship to economic growth is especially large
in developing countries, which may be attributable to the less well-developed financial sectors, insecure property rights,
and unreliable enforceable contracts. The development of an entrepreneurial culture is very important in the
internationalization of small firms in developing countries.

In most of the cases, it was clear that small firms succeeded based on the entrepreneurial culture of the owners/managers.
However, the culture has to be inclusive of employees as they play a pivotal role in the quality of production and service
delivery. It is therefore proposed that:

Proposition 4: Entrepreneurial culture is positively related to differentiated/innovative products.

5.4 Product (Differentiated/Innovative)
Product differentiation is an important concept in the context of growth and international trade. According to modern
trade theories and empirical evidence, product differentiation in open economies is the most important source for the
export performance (Kang, 2008; Porter, 1998). Differentiated products have a longer life than either referenced priced
or homogenous goods (Kang, 2008).

For owners/managers of small firms in developing countries the aim is not ‘to go international’, but to produce a product
that will prompt them to sell internationally. In the study, small firms that are not successful in the international market
have a product that is not differentiated. Such firms ended up focusing on the local market to sustain their performance.

If the product is highly differentiated/innovative the learning and commitment made by the firm tends to be high.
However, small firms that provide homogenous products tend not to be committed to the international markets as they
can compete favorably in the local market. It is therefore, proposed that:

Proposition 5: Innovative/Differentiated products are positively related to the good performance of small firm
internationalization.

5.5 Market Knowledge, Commitment and Prior Experience
Although prior international experience would come in handy, is not a prohibiting factor as evidenced by those
owners/managers from data cases who started their firms without any international experience. They had as much
chances of success as those that had prior experience. However, international experience gives one assurance and the
benefit of hindsight, therefore prior experience would be beneficial in knowing what information to look for and which
contacts one needs. In essence, expertise in internationalization is built with experience rather than beforehand.

However, the knowledge structures of top management based on their experience and learning in domestic markets
before starting any international activities mediate the relationship between domestic resource diversity, domestic action
complexity, and the firm’s international commitments (Nadkarni & Perez, 2007). This ability to adapt domestic products
and strategies to foreign markets can considerably reduce the barriers to internationalization efforts (Tallman, 1991). It is
therefore proposed that:

Proposition 6: Prior international experience has a limited impact on the firm’s market knowledge.
Proposition 7: Prior international experience has a limited impact on the firm’s market commitment.
The contention that firms use their domestic mindset to evaluate their new environment is well recognized in the organization learning literature (March & Simon, 1958; Martins & Kambil, 1999). These are knowledge structures that owners/managers had before starting any international activity, which are based mainly on their cumulative experience and learning in their home markets. Mindsets act as filters through which some international markets get noticed whereas others are discarded. Although the importance of the international experiential knowledge is not disputed, it is proposed that:

Proposition 8: Market knowledge is positively related to the small firm’s market commitment and vice versa.

Proposition 9: Market knowledge and market commitment are positively related to the firm’s internationalization process.

5.6 Networking

Market knowledge may encourage a sufficient willingness to take the risks that are inherent in the development of differentiated/innovative products that may facilitate a wider scope of internationalization. Innovation has been suggested as a possible link between market orientation and firm performance (Menguc & Auh, 2006), where innovation requires external learning (which includes market learning and network learning for new technology acquisitions) and internal experimental learning (which includes research and development) (Arora & Gambardella, 1990).

The combination of these factors, despite the pattern of internationalization, determine the pace, scope, and extent small firm internationalization from a developing country and possibly its subsequent international market performance in international markets. The networks and market knowledge coupled with innovative products ensure that firms stay ahead of their competitors in the market.

The strategies employed by the firm would determine the resources that the firm commits to the market as well as the marketing activities the firm engages in. The dynamics of the market requires the internationalizing firm to continuously learn about its current market and the markets that the firm would want to enter in future. This process becomes continuous for the current market as well as for future markets, as the firm’s current experiences and knowledge determine product development and markets of future interest. In consequence, the markets of future interest would determine the products that the firm would produce, and the process continues. The final propositions become:

Proposition 10: Networking is positively related to the small firm’s market knowledge.

Proposition 11: The experience gained in the internationalization process is positively related to the small firm’s internationalization scope, pace, and extent.

6. Concluding Remarks

This study has investigated small firm internationalization by re-visiting the themes that once occupied the attention of internationalization researchers, in particular the Uppsala and Born global scholars. The main research question was: What are the factors that influence scope and pace internationalization of small firms in developing countries? The point of departure in investigating this question was the understanding of owners/managers from developing countries, and their experiences of internationalization.

The findings from this study challenge existing explanations by bringing a perspective that has been ignored to the fore. Firstly, that internationalization of firms in developing countries is approached differently from that of firms from developed countries and therefore explanations of the phenomenon is different. Small firms from developing countries have far more challenges that they face as they internationalize than firms from developed countries. Unfortunately current theories seem to overlook this factor and tend to generalize internationalization based on findings from developed countries.

Secondly, although the findings reveal the already acknowledged patterns of internationalization (born global and stages), these seem not to be determining factors of the scope, and extent of a firm’s internationalization process. Such fundamental factors as entrepreneurial culture, government role and trade relations are more influential than it has been previously acknowledged. Consequently these two factors serve as a foundation for a small firm’s internationalization process.

A developing country perspective of small firm internationalization not only challenges the current explanations, but also highlights the different factors and conditions that small firms in developing countries face as they struggle in the international market. Furthermore, the framework merges the process and entrepreneurial theories and move beyond the patterns that firms assume in internationalizing to reveal the similarities that are evident regardless of the differing patterns.
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**Figure 1. The Proposed Internationalization Process of a Small firm Framework: A Developing Country Perspective**